1. GENERAL

1.01 This section covers methods to be followed in connection with troubles due to a grounded FC lead in the terminating sender link.

1.02 This section is reissued to revise the methods of analyzing, locating and clearing the trouble and to make minor revisions in the trouble indicator record.

2. INDICATIONS OF TROUBLE CONDITION

2.01 Terminating trouble indicator records.

3. REACTIONS DUE TO TROUBLE

3.01 The individual call involved fails to complete.

3.02 One group of incoming trunks on the frame involved may be unable to serve calls.

4. IMMEDIATE PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW

4.01 Analyze trouble indicator records.

4.02 Block incoming trunks. In this case, this should be done by inserting a make busy plug into the CB (group busy) jack on the terminating sender link frame. If a 160 trunk frame is involved the trunk group in trouble may be on the auxiliary frame.

4.03 Make terminating sender group busy.

5. ANALYSIS OF TROUBLE

5.01 A false ground on the FC lead of a sender link causes premature operation of the F relay of an associated trunk. This operates the LC relay of the incoming link and connector circuit. When calls occur on this link, a trouble indicator record is caused.

6. SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR LOCATING AND CLEARING TROUBLE

6.01 Determine sender group and trunk group involved by analysis of trouble indicator records.

6.02 Make busy terminating sender group.

6.03 Determine link in trouble by inspection and test.

7. TROUBLE CONDITIONS CAUSING REACTIONS MAY BE LISTED BELOW

7.01 Grounded FC lead on the terminating sender link secondary switch.
### TERMINATING TROUBLE INDICATOR RECORD
### CROSSBAR OFFICES
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</table>

#### Notes:
- **Column A**: Trouble indication.
- **Column B**: Any marker.
- **Column G**: With LC and M lamps on incoming frame while XPS lamp in column S, this indicates a falsely grounded FC lead.
- **Columns E,F,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R**: Have no significance.
- **Column S**: With XPG lamp in Column 2, sender group is indicated in Column G.

---

### Analysis of Indication:
The XPS and XPG lamp indication with LC, and M lamps indicates a falsely grounded FC lead.

### Immediate Procedure to Follow:
- Make incoming trunks busy by plugging the particular GB jack, or make busy the sender group. (On a 160 trunk frame it may be necessary to plug the GB jack on the auxiliary sender link frame.)

### Procedure for Locating and Clearing Trouble:
- Determine group of trunks by analysis. Determine link in trouble by analysis or tests.
- Make link in trouble busy and restore trunks to service.